
GBS Social Study

ACTIVITY NO Questions

Exercise 7 1 What is a picture?

8th/6 2 How is a picture similar to a map?

3 How does a picture differ from a map?

4 Explain why a picture is easier to understand than a map?

5 What are map elements?

6 State four elements of a good map?

Exercise 8 1 What is a map key?

9th/6 2 What are map symbols?

3 How are map symbols interpreted on a map?

4 How are map symbols important on a map?

5 How is a map similar to a picture? 

6 State the difference between a map and a picture?

Exercise 9 1 How is a map important to the travelers?

10th/6 2 Write down the types of scale used on a map?

3 Name the tools will need to calculate the distance between two places 

without a Straight line.

4 State the problem Rita is likely to face reading the map without a key

5 Mention the groups of people that use a compass

Exercise 10 1 State the use of Latitudes?

11th/6 2 Give the use of Longitudes?

3 Name the most northerly and southerly points of Latitudes?

4 Identify other major Latitudes?

5 How are Latitudes and Longitudes similar?

6 State the differences between Latitudes and Longitudes?

Exercise 11 1 What are physical features?

12th/6 2 Give another name to mean physical features?

3 Explain why physical features are called relief features?

4 Give examples of physical features in Uganda?

5 State the process by which physical features were formed.

Exercise 12 1 Which physical features covers the biggest part of Uganda?

13th/6 2 What is a plateau?

3 Why can a plateau be called a table land?

4 Outline features that are found on the plateau of Uganda?

5 Why is Mt Rwenzori snow capped yet is near the equator?

6 Mention the districts in which Mt Rwenzori extends?

7 Which minerals are mined at the foot hills of Mt Rwenzori?

8 Which people live on the slopes of Mt Rwenzori?

9

Why do you think Donkeys were introduced in the Rwenzori slopes for 

transport?
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